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Abstract
A realtime system for shrug detection is discussed in this
paper. The system is automatically initialized by a face
detector based on Ada-boost[14]. After frontal face is localized by the face detector, shoulder position is detected
by fitting a parabola to the nearby horizontal edges using
weighted Hough Transform[13]. Since shrug is an action
which is defined not only by the distance between face and
shoulder but also the relative temporal-spacial changing
between them, we propose a parameterizing scheme using
two different parabolas, named as ”Stable Parabola” (SP)
and ”Transient Parabola” (TP) to characterize the action
shrug. Stable Parabola represents the mean shoulder position over a long time duration, while Transient Parabola
represents the mean shoulder position of a very short time
duration. By using this scheme (only 6 dimensions), we
avoid the high dimensional representation of the temporal
process—shrug, and therefore make the realtime implementation possible. The shrug detector is then trained in the parameter space using Fisher Discriminant Analysis (FDA).
The experiments show that the proposed shrug detector is
able to not only detect the shrug action correctly and efficiently (in realtime), but also tolerate the large in-class
variation caused by different subject, different action speed,
illumination, partial occlusion, and background clutter. So
the proposed realtime shrug detector is promising in video
analysis under an uncontrolled environment.

There is a large volume of the literature on machine perception of human emotion expressed through the natural
language and facial expression. Another important way of
expressing emotion is psychological gestures such as shrug,
shaking head, crossing arms, scratching head, and blinking
eyes. Vision-based machine perception of psychological
gestures is regarded difficult. The visual cues for these gestures are either too vague (e.g. scratching head), or too hard
to be detected (e.g. blinking eyes). While the shrug, an action of raising the shoulders especially to express aloofness,
indifference, or uncertainty, is usually distinct to machine,
so that detecting shrug is thus relatively easier than detecting other psychological gestures. Therefore detecting shrug
in realtime is both technically practical and informatively
significant for above applications.

1.1. Related work
There are many works on human body tracking [9, 6,
7, 3, 10] and gesture recognition[8, 2]. But none of these
algorithms are designed especially for detecting shrug. It
is possible to adapt above algorithms to detect shrug, but
to our best knowledge, few of the articulated body trackers/gesture recognizers are able to achieve both automatic
initialization and realtime processing, which are indispensable for a practical system.
We therefore propose an auto-initialized realtime shrug
detector sketched below.

1.2. System overview

1. Introduction
“Looking at people” attracts increasing attention from
computer vision researchers[1]. This attention is motivated
by lots of applications such as video surveillance, video annotation, computer animation, man-machine interface, augmented reality and emotion recognition. Among these applications, knowing the state or the emotion of people is a
key factor to build a practical system.

For our shrug detector, the shrug is defined as relative
fast movement of the shoulder toward the face. Based on
this definition, we build our shrug detector with 4 functional
modules: face detector, shoulder detector, shrugging-frame
classifier, and decision maker (see Figure.1(a)).
1. Face detector. The system is automatically initialized by a face detector based on Ada-boost[14]. In our implementation, the face detector is able to tolerate 60 degree
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Figure 1. (a) System framework; (b) Parameters
for defining shrug.
out plane rotation. Therefore, our system can start automatically when the shrug subject roughly faces the camera.
2. Shoulder detector. After the face is located by the
face detector, the range of possible shoulder positions is set
as a bounding box of 3 × 1.5 relative to the face size. The
shoulder position is then detected by fitting a parabola to
the nearby approximately horizontal edge using weighted
Hough Transform[13].
3. Shrugging-frame classifier. We propose a parameterizing scheme using two different parabolas, named as
”Stable Parabola” (SP) and ”Transient Parabola” (TP) to
characterize the action shrug. Stable Parabola represents the
mean shoulder position over a long time duration (>10 seconds), while Transient Parabola represents the mean should
position of a very short time duration (0.3∼1 seconds). The
shrugging-frame classifier is then trained on the parameter
space using Fisher Discriminant Analysis (FDA).
4. Decision maker. Then the outputs of the shruggingframe classifier is fed to the decision maker which finally
decides whether a shrug occurs or not based on a set of
rules.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
introduce the method of localizing the shoulders by fitting
a parabola to the nearby approximately horizontal edges in
Section 2. Section 3 explains in detail how to parameterize
the shoulder movement and how to learn a shrug detector.
Section 4 presents the technical strategies to make the detector run in realtime. Experiment results and the discussions
are given in Section 5 and Section6 respectfully. Finally
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Shoulder detection
To accurately specify the problem, we introduce two parameters: one is the distance d between the center of the
face and the top of the shoulders; the other is the curvature
α of the shoulders(see Fig.1(b)). In this paper, shrug is defined as a fast decrease of both d and α for a certain period
of time. But the threshold to measure the decrease and shrug
time-length should be learned from training data. Therefore

to detect shrug, both the shoulder positions relative to the
face and the shoulder shapes are needed. Hence the system
implement a shoulder detector to extract the two parameters
d and α for each frame, based on Hough Transform.
In this paper, the shoulder shape is approximated as a
parabola y = ax2 + bx + c. It is clear that the parameters
a, b, c is another representation of the above parameters d
and α. We use the weighted Hough Transform [13] to fit
the shoulders to a parabola. Hough Transform is very fast
when the parameter space is low-dimensional (only 3 in this
work). It can also tolerate partial occlusion and cluttered
background. The procedure is as follows.
1) Determine the searching region of the shoulders. After face is detected, the shoulders are assumed to be confined to the rectangle under the face center with 3 × 1.5
times of the face size (see Fig. 2(a)).
2) Select shoulder candidate points. The candidate points
is the top n maximum y-gradients from each column of the
searching region, in total 3×n×f ace width points(see Figure 2(a)). The y-gradients are calculated by convolving the
searching region with y-direction Sobel operator. we do not
use x-gradients for two reasons: one is to avoid the disturbance of the y-direction edges which are not candidates of
the shoulders; the other is to save computational cost which
is critical for a realtime system.
3) Vote by weighted Hough transform. We use a
weighted Hough Transform with the parameters a, b, c as
its dimensions. The accumulator is updated for each candidate point. A small difference from the standard Hough
transform is that the y-gradient associated with each candidate point is used as weight (instead of 1 for all candidates)
to update the accumulator, so that the real edge points on
the shoulder are emphasized.
4) Find the parabola parameters a, b, c. The value a, b, c
associated with the highest peak in the accumulator is the
estimated parabola parameters. Other local maxima are not
considered in this paper because the parameterizing scheme
(SP and TP) itself is able to smooth out most of the outliers
(see Section 3)). Figure.2(b) shows a parabola fitting result.

3. The shrug detector
The shrug detector contains two parts: shrugging-frame
classifier and decision maker. The shrugging-frame classifier is trained on a volume of manually labelled data. It
classifies each frame as shrugging frame or non-shrugging
frame. The decision maker claims a shrug occurs or not
based on the outputs of the classifier.

3.1 Learning the shrugging-frame classifier
Our shrugging-frame classifier is designed as a twocategory classifier. The shrugging-frame classifier classifies
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where TSP >> TT P . Finally our feature space is represented as a 6-dimensional vector representing both SP and
SP
TP
TP Zt = (X t , X t ). We therefore avoid the high dimensional representation of the shrug so that the realtime
implementation is possible.
We choose Fisher Discriminant Analysis (FDA) [5] as
the shrugging-frame classifier because 1) FDA, as a linear classifier, requires very low computational cost which
is critical for a realtime system; 2) FDA can be generalized
well so that the system is able to tolerate the large in-class
variation. Essentially FDA is to find a line w such that the
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each frame according to both the current detection results
and the previous temporal changing. We choose Fisher Discriminant Analysis (FDA) [5] as the classifier which works
on a 6-dimensional feature space that contains both longterm and short-term temporal information.
We use the state vector Xt = (at , bt , ct )t to accommodate the results from both detectors at time instance t, where
at , bt , ct are the parabola parameters produced by weighted
Hough transform except that bt , ct are scaled by the face
height so that our classifier is invariant to scale. Essentially
at represents the shape of the shoulders, and bt and ct reveal the relative distance between the face and shoulders.
Then in terms of Xt , we propose a parameterizing scheme
using two different parabolas, named as ”Stable Parabola”
(SP) and ”Transient Parabola” (TP) to characterize the action shrug. Stable Parabola represents the mean shoulder
shape and position over a long time duration (>10 seconds),
while Transient Parabola represents the mean over a very
short time duration (0.3∼1 seconds). SP and TP are formuSP
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Figure 2. Weighted Hough Transform.
(a)
Searching region of the shoulders (green rectangle under the face) and candidate points (yellow dots); (b) The parabola (red curve) fitted to
the shoulders by weighted Hough Transform;
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Figure 3. Feature data. (a) at of Stable Parabola;
(b) at of Transient Parabola; (c) ct of Stable
Parabola; (d) ct of Transient Parabola;
projections from the feature space Zt to this line are separated into two classes (shrugging-frame and non-shruggingframe) which are as far away from each other as possible.
Suppose we have a set of feature vectors Z1 , ..., Zn , n1
in the subset D1 labelled as shrugging-frame and n2 in the
subset D2 labelled as non-shrugging-frame.
m1 , m2 are
P
the sample means given by mi = n1 Z∈Di Z, i = 1, 2.
Further define the within-class scatter matrix SW and the
between-class
scatter matrix SB as SW = S1 + S2 where
P
t
Si =
Z∈Di (Z − mi )(Z − mi ) and SB = (m1 −
m2 )(m1 − m2 )t . Then FDA is to find the line w to maxit
Bw
mize the criterion function [5] J(w) = wwt SSW
w . Then the
FDA based shrugging-frame classifier is:
½
< γ ∗ , shrugging − f rame
Zt wt
(1)
> γ ∗ , non − shrugging − f rame
γ ∗ is the threshold selected according to the training data.
We collect video data of around 9000 frames from 5 different subjects, with different background, action speed and
illumination. Each frame is manually labeled as shruggingframe or non-shrugging-frame but the feature Zt is given
by automatic parabola fitting (see Figure.3 for some feature
examples). We use the data from each 4 subjects as training
data and leave the data from the other subject for testing.
Table 1 lists for each testing subject the number of shrugging and non-shrugging frames, and the true positive and
false alarm rate. Here the true positive rate of a subject
is the ratio of the number of the correctly classified shrugging frames of this subject to the number of total labelled
shrugging frames; and the the false alarm rate of a subject
is the ratio of the number of frames misclassified as shrugging frame to the number of total labelled non-shrugging
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Table 1. Performance of the shrugging-frame
classifier and decision maker.
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frames. The average true positive and false alarm rate is
78.9% and 2.17%. However, the performance of the classifier may be under-estimated because 1) many false alarms
and missed shrugging frames are on the boundaries of the
shrugs which are actually segmented out manually as well
as subjectively, and therefore these frames cannot be totally
counted as errors; 2) the decision maker (see Section 3.2)
will further smooths out many false alarms.
The ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve [5]
of the classifier is plotted in Figure.4 where the red curve
is the ROC of the classifier trained on the 6-dimensional
feature space, the green curve is that of the classifier trained
only on at of SP and TP, and the blue curve only on the
ct of SP and TP. Physically at represents the shape of the
shoulders and ct stands for the relative distance between the
shoulders and the face center. So Figure.4 shows that the
information of relative movement is much more important
than that of the shoulder shape for the classifier.

3.2 Decision maker
The system does not entirely rely on the shrugging-frame
classifier to decides a shrug occurs or not. Here a rule-based
decision maker is introduced to summarize the outputs of
the classifier and make the final decision.
A general rule is that each shrug process lasts for at least
N frames (N = 5 in this work). In practice this rule eliminates many false alarm frames generated by the classifier
since these frames are temporally very sparse.
Another important rule is derived from the fact that shrug
is a short time movement of the shoulders. So we introduce
a decreasing threshold γ(t)
t2
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Figure 4. ROC curve of the shrugging-frame
classifier.

γ(t) = γ ∗ e− σ2
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where t is the time since the first frame of a new shrug
and σ is a constant. γ(t) forces the decision maker to output shrugs without long duration. After the shrug is ended

and another period Tmin (Tmin is the minimum interval between two shrugs), the threshold is reset to γ ∗ so that the
system is able to detect new shrugs. With the decreasing
threshold, the decision maker can rapidly recover from the
false alarm caused by dropping or forwarding head while
capture new shrugs as much as possible (This false alarm is
caused because the ct of TP approaches that of a real shrug
while the ct of SP is not stabilized yet).
The performance of the decision maker is in the 6th-8th
rows in Table 1 where the number of real shrugs, hitted
shrugs and the false alarms are listed for each subject. In
total there are 96 shrugs of all subjects among which 86
(89.6%) is hitted, and 11 false alarms is generated.

4. Technical strategies for realtime
Technical strategies are very important for a real-time
system. Our shrug detection system adopts many technical strategies to improve computational efficiency, including motion prediction, utilization of prior knowledge, optimization of general computation, and so on.
Here motion prediction is based on the assumption that
the movements and deformation of the face and shoulders
are continuous. It means that the parameters at any time instance are predicted to be confined to a small neighboring
region of its precious value. Hence the searching regions
of face and shoulders is drastically reduced and in turn the
computational cost greatly decreased. The face and shoulder detectors also alternatively conduct global search every
2 seconds so that the detectors can recover from fatal errors
and handle new incoming subjects.
Shrug detection is a domain-specified problem where
lots of prior knowledge can be used to simplify the system.
For example, it is assumed that the shoulders are confined
to the rectangle right below the face center (See Section 2);
We also assume that the shoulders are approximately horizontal so that the x-direction gradients need not be considered, which not only reduces the computation cost but also
eliminates the disturbance of vertical edges. The curve of
the shoulders is approximated as a parabola which is represented by 3 parameters. This approach is much simpler
than approximated by complex ploy-lines.

Close attention is also paid to the speed-up of general
computation. For example, instead of the quick sort algorithm, the max-heap is used to select the top n maximum
y-gradients from each column of the search region because
in this case max-heap is much faster than quick sort; Just as
most of other Ada-boost based face detectors, this system
also utilizes the integral image to rapidly compute the Harr
features of the faces [14].

Figure 6. Face detector fails when the face turns
in large to one side.

5. Experiment Results
Our system is implemented in C++, using a typical web
camera as video input. It processes about 7 ∼ 10 frames per
second on notebooks with 1.6GHZ P4 CPU. Here the resolution of each video frame is 320×240 with RGB channels.
The system runs rapidly and robustly even in the environment with cluttered background, varying illumination, partial occlusion, different subjects and varying action speed.
Results of 4 shrugs from 3 different subjects are shown in
Figure 5 where each row is a shrug. In each image, the
green rectangle is the bounding box of the face, the red
curve is the fitted parabola of the shoulders, and the red text
“shrug” indicates a shrug occurs. The system correctly detects these 4 shrugs which occur in different background
(the background of the 3rd and 4th shrugs is very cluttered). In the first shrug (first row in Figure.5), illumination
is changing during shrug, and the face and shoulders are
partly occluded in the 4th shrug. Our system robustly handles these difficulties. These results partly reveal the performance of our system, however they cannot demonstrate
the system’s realtime property (videos for downloading at
http://www.ifp.uiuc.edu/∼hning2/shrug.htm).
The system could fail in some special situations. It does
not work when the face detector fails since the shruggingframe classifier depends on the result from face detector
(e.g. in Figure.6 the face turns in large to one side). Fortunately our face detector detects almost all faces with yaw
rotation angle within [−60o , 60o ]. A reasonable solution to
this problem is to embedded a robust head tracker into this
system. Also the system maybe generate false alarms when
the subject drops or forwards head (Figure 7 is an example).
In this case the false alarm is caused because the ct of TP
approaches that of a real shrug while the ct of SP is not stabilized yet. The system will recover from this failure after
several frames if the subject keeps this pose because 1) the
classifier utilizes a decreasing threshold (see Eqn.2); 2) ct
of TP will stabilize after some time.

6. Discussions
To our best knowledge, there are few reports on realtime shrug detector with auto-initializtion before. So we

Figure 7. False alarm is generated when the
subject drops head.
encounter many interesting and important issues related to
the system implementation.
The first issue is “what is shrug”? The definition is
usually qualitative rather than quantitative. Usually shrug
means raising the shoulders but there is no objective definition of the time length and height of the action. The more
ambiguous situation is that some people may shrug by just
opening their arms with little or no movement of the shoulders. In this paper we do give a qualitative definition of
shrug (see Section 2) but far from quantitative. To avoid a
quantitative definition of shrug, the shrugging-frame classifier is trained on manually labelled video data. However,
the feature selection itself is subjective though reasonable.
Although our system is able to handle almost all of the
frontal view and near frontal view poses, it fails for the side
view because our face detector fails in this case. But side
view shrug detection has its own applications. So a more
powerful system should not entirely depends on the face
detector and maybe a head tracker can solve this problem.
Our system can handle multiple subjects without major modification. But to make the system more robust, a
multiple-subject tracker is necessary. The information from
detectors can help the tracker and in turn the tracker produces better motion prediction that reduces the search space
for detectors. This will be part of our future work.

7. Conclusion
A realtime shrug detector is proposed and its performance under various conditions is discussed. The experiments show that the proposed shrug detector is able to not
only detect the shrug action correctly and efficiently, but
also tolerate the large in-class variation caused by different

Figure 5. Results of 4 shrugs from 3 different subjects.
subjects different action speed, illumination, partial occlusion, and background clutter. Therefore the proposed realtime shrug detector is promising in video analysis under an
uncontrolled environment.
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